
A Joint Statistial Approah for Geon Detetion 1Xiangyu Tang, Kazunori Okada and Christoph von der Malsburg 2Computer Siene Department, University of Southern CaliforniaHNB 228, USC, Los Angeles, CA 90089-2520ftangx, kazunori, malsburgg�organi.us.eduIntrodutionKnown as geons , 3D shape primitives have been proposed as omponents of objet models in the brain todeliver quik and aurate objet reognition. Biederman di�erentiates geons by urvature of axis, shape andsize of ross-setion, et. (RBC theory, Biederman 1987). This results in a full family of 24 geons. But, theombination of the geons still remains a large number, espeially when they hange in orientation, loation,and size. The objet reognition performane diretly depends on how to detet these geons in objets.We present here a parametri method to represent and detet geons. The parameters are extratedfrom joint statistial onstraints de�ned on steerable pyramid deomposition. The hoie of the the jointstatistial onstraints is supported by Marr's four stages of objet reognition theory (Marr 1982). Weexamine the representation in detail when geons rotate, translate, and sale. Constraint-wise similarity isintrodued to desribe the orresponding parameter variations. Based on our studies of the representationproperties, we develop and test a geon detetion system on a number of grey level syntheti images ontaininggeon-onstruted objets.Represent and Detet GeonsOur geon representation model is an extension of Portilla and Simonelli's work on visual texture (Portillaand Simonelli 2000). In order to represent the geons, �rst we adopt a set of multi-sale, multi-orientation�lters to reursively deompose eah single geon image into a steerable pyramid, whih onsists orientedhighpass subbands at every one half sale plus a lowpass residue. Then four statistial onstraints arede�ned on the pyramid to haraterize key features of individual geons. For a 4-level 4-orientation deompo-sition, 710 parameters are extrated to address pixel intensity distribution (marginal statistis), periodi orglobal orientation (raw oeÆient orrelation), �ne strutures suh as edges, orners (oeÆient magnitudestatistis), and lighting e�ets due to geon's 3D appearane (ross-sale phase statistis).This parametri representation is then investigated as we rotate, translate, or sale the geons. Weompute the representations for a few sets of geons under gradual hange of orientation, loation, or size,and plot the onstraint-wise similarity values between every varied geon and the original one. We found thatthe representation is i) translate-invariant in terms of all four similarity values, ii) approximately rotate-invariant in terms of the average similarity, and iii) sensitive to saling but approximately sale-invariantwithin the range of �10% in terms of the average similarity values. These properties help detet variousgeons with only a few model geons in memory.Our geon detetion system stores several individual geon models and their assoiated parameters in mem-ory, then slides a detetion window over an objet image (omposed of known geons), while simultaneouslyompute the similarity between the urrent parameter set with all sets in memory in a onstraint-wise fash-ion. The average similarities thus onstitute a salieny map for eah model geon. Eah salieny map helpsdetet a spei� geon, and inhibites detetion of others by darkening their orresponding areas. A suessfuldetetion ours when the maximum value in the salieny map exeeds a seleted threshold .DisussionThe strong invariane properties of our geon representation against rotation and translation omes natu-ally, beause the steerable pyramid deomposition is both translate- and rotate- invariant. To over a widerrange of saling, we either pre-analyze more model geons in memory by every 10% variation in size, or followa multi-window searh tehnique, with the tradeo� of longer running time.We tested 40 trials. 34 of them (85%) result in orret detetion: reognize all geons in the objets, andgive approximate loations (with the help of the salieny maps). The system an also survive slight rotationin depth, loal illumination aused by olusion, and very noisy (up to 50% random noise) bakground aswell as surfae marking. Our future researh would fous on how to haraterize geons with more viewpointinvariant statistis.1A more detailed report is available: Xiangyu Tang, Kazunori Okada, Christoph von der Malsburg, Represent and DetetGeons by Joint Statistis of Steerable Pyramid Deomposition, USC Comuter Siene Dept., Tehnial Report, 2002. Theauthors wish to thank Irving Biederman for all helpful hints and disussions.2Also at Institute f�ur Neuroinformatik, Ruhr-Universit�at Bohum, D-44870 Germany.


